
95%
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How Instagram Boosts Brands and Drives Sales
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BOTTOM LINE

SOCIAL NETWORK USERS IN
THE UNITED STATES

SOCIAL AD SPENT
BY INDUSTRY

POSTS PER DAY VS ENGAGEMENT 
RATE PER POST, BY CHANNEL

REACH OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM 
AMONG INTERNET USERS BY GENDER

70%

Percent who trust the message

Percent who say each is a deal breaker or deciding factor in their buying decision

The 'sales funnel' above shows the strength and power of Instagram as 46% of the viewers 

actually make a purchase online or offline after they visit brand's website, become a 

follower or spread the word to their friends, share which are all good results as this is the 

ultimate goal in Social.

SOCIAL ADS GENERATE REVENUES 
AFTER A CAMPAIGN ENDS

STEPS TO TAKE  WHEN 
CALCULATING TRUE ROI

HOW TO PROVE AND IMPROVE
YOUR SOCIAL ROI

Quick tips and resources for improving your ROI

US TIKTOK USERS PAST, PRESENT 
AND FUTURE

NEW RESOURCE BY FACEBOOK /
INSTAGRAM TO MANAGE YOUR SOCIAL

Correlation between 'posts per day' and

'percentage of engagement rate by post' for 

Hotels & Resorts

65%

69%

TRUST FACTOR BY CHANNEL - IMPACTFUL 
WHEN IT COMES TO DECISION TO ENGAGE

Surround sound builds trust in a Brand's Message

'Trust Ranks' as a top buying consideration

SOURCE: Facebook IQ

WHAT SHOULD YOU WATCH TO
BOOST YOUR SOCIAL ROI?

BENEFITS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
& ROI FOR HOTELS
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Why do hoteliers miss out on calculating their true ROI?

Here is how to measure social media ROI for your Hotel

If you are running social ads, experiment with different audience segments and

ad format

As you analyze your Social media marketing ROI, take away the learnings and

communicate how those lessons impact value and return by taking action

accordingly

Things you can also play with for better return; ad copy, messaging, images

used, videos, carousel ads, etc. - until you hit success

Recent trends state that nearly a Fifth of the US Population 

will be TikTok users in 2020 with an 85.3% increase YOY.

Facebook Business Suite

A new resource to help businesses save time and stay up to 

date by managing their pages or profiles across their apps

Number of individuals who use Social networks

in the United States

SOURCE: RivalIQ - 2020 
Social Media Benchmark

21%

1,865 US social media users ages 18-74 were surveyed 

online during May 28 - June 3, 2020.

Consumers were asked to indicate their answers using a 9-point

scale where one means that you “do not trust it at all” and nine

means that you “trust it a great deal”.

Once they have seen your message repeated across three

different social channels, their trust strengthens

Reputation

Facebook-commissioned survey of 21,000 people ages 13–64 in AR, AU, BR, CA, DE, FR, 

IN, IT, KR, TR, UK, US and ages 18–64 in Japan

Social Media Monitoring vs Social Media Listening

ROI in Social Media takes time with great results for

Hotels & Resorts

Cumulative Campaign 

Value % over time

Mixing metrics: When ROI is measured too quickly (i.e. in less time than the

length of the sales cycle), the metric measured is not actually ROI. In fact, the

metric measured is a KPI. These KPIs are then leveraged to prove value instead

of ROI

Business conversions (such as customer acquisition or lead generation)

Brand awareness or perception

Customer experience and loyalty

Employee trust

Partner confidence

Security and risk mitigation

Test and Optimize

SOURCE: eMarketer 
August 2020

Allows you to post to Facebook and Instagram at the same time

Manage and receive messages, notifications and alerts in one place

Can easily analyze what's working and learn what's resonating with your

customers with Facebook and Instagram insights

Long-term investment will include interfacing with Facebook, Messenger,

Instagram and WhatApp

Currently only available for small businesses globally and will expand to

larger businesses next year

Social media users continue to grow with a 75% increase YOY in 2020. 

The Travel Industry, including Accommodations, spends more than any 

other industry on social ads. 

Consumer Trust varies by channel - Facebook trusted least, Instagram 

one of the highest. Trust strengthens once a consumer sees your 

message across three channels.

ROI on your social media initiatives takes time. Start by defining 

objectives, identifying SMART goals, tracking the right performance 

metrics, and calculating spend on social media.

Prove and improve your social ROI by testing, optimizing, evaluating 

new social media platforms and technology. Ensure everything you do 

on social is on-brand.
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78%

92%

SOURCE: Insider 
Intelligence, "US Digital 
Trust Survey" June 2020

Number of channels in which they have previously engaged with the message

Value

Search for

more

information

31.6%

Visit the

Brand's

website

26.0%

Follow the

Brand's

Socially

12.4%

Talk to

someone

about it

11.6%

Make a

purchase

online or

offline

18.4%

7965312946

Social media monitoring is about gathering information—collecting all the data and 
details you can. You capture what people are posting about you. You measure what you 
have already achieved and create a record of what is happening in your industry’s 
social space.

Social listening is more active and strategic. You analyze the data for actionable 
insights. This could from engaging a happy customer to shifting your brand positioning 
strategy. Social listening uses the data you gather to improve your social media 
strategy.

Of those who have been using social media marketing at least 2 years found it

useful for building a loyalty fan

A large percentage saw better sales results with more years of social media

marketing

Staying with Social efforts resulted with increased exposure YOY consistently

With at least 2 years of Social efforts, it generated leads

They also reported substantially better results driving online traffic - billboard

effect 

As a bonus, it provided them with marketplace insights

The full impact of long-term value is 

dependent on many factors, such as 

the purchase frequency of a product 

and brand loyalty

A shorter purchase cycle means more 

opportunities for repeat sales, and 

brand loyalty increases the chances 

that the consumer will choose your 

brand again

Advertising is positioned to influence 

both of these factors by reminding the 

customer to use your product often and 

by building brand loyalty

KPI ROI

What does it tell us?
Highlights what happens after
each chapter

Highlights what happened after
the entire story

What should you
use it for?

Forward-looking predictor of end
performance

Backward-looking informer of
future budget allocation decisions

STEP 1: Define clear social media objectives

This also plays into using ROI to tweak your marketing strategy over time

Propose a low-risk pilot program to test the waters based on your analysis prior

to taking bigger ticket item risks

TikTok’s future in the US is still uncertain, but any decision will affect a significant

number of US consumers.

eMarketer's forecast that TikTok will have 65.9 million monthly US users in 2020, up

from 35.6 million in 2019, amounting to nearly one-fifth (19.8%) of the US population.

By 2024, this will move up to 26% of the US population using TikTok

Facbook's Instagram Reels will be competing for the same space so we will see if

that will impact TikTok in any way in 2021 and forward

SOURCE: 
about.fb.com/news/2020

CONTACT US 

Phone: 800-528-3135

Email: info@iresponze.com

Website : www.iResponze.com

Social Media ROI for Hotels

SOURCE: Statista.com 
Social Media usage in US
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78%

Overall, Facebook was the least trusted social media platforms 

TikTok and Twitter were the next-to-worst performers when it came to confidence in

their user data and privacy handling

YouTube & Instagram ranked highest when it came to confidence in their ability to

provide security

Quality

People surveyed said they took the following actions after seeing a product or service on 

Instagram:

SOURCE: 
Hootsuite.com/How to 
Conduct Social Analysis

SOURCE: Social Media 
Examiner

58%

STEP 2: Set SMART goals

Use data to test hypotheses

CREATED BY

Rose Mentrie / iResponze

November 2020

Social Media Series II

2023 is projected to finish at 233 Million Social network users in the United States, the 

equivalent of about three quarters of the country's population.

Posts / Day

79%

35

I must be able to trust the brand 

Logic would say that an unfortunate side effect of a campaign ending is that

revenue for the campaign ends, too

Data science team at Oracle reported that the revenue generated by an

advertising campaign doesn’t end with that campaign

53% of a typical campaign’s value is derived from additional consumer

spending up to 12 months after a digital campaign ends

58% of digital marketers say they need to prove ROI in order 

to justify spend and get approval for future budget asks

Specific

Measurable

Attainable

Relevant

Timely

You have to realize that what worked yesterday might now work today with the

new environment

You need to be flexible enough to update and adapt your strategy over time as

customer needs and pain points change

Keep on eye on new platforms and technology that might be emerging or the

economic factors are changing your audience behavior and and their way of

use of social media

Simply gathering this information itself brings value to your organization
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% Users % Change % of Population

75%

Engagement Rate / Post

(by follower)

23%

66

Good Reviews

INSTAGRAM'S ROLE IN DRIVING
MORE BUSINESS TO HOTELS

1

SOURCE: Oracle Data 
Cloud

Marketing under pressure: Internal pressures such as tight budget allocation

cycles and proof of performance force marketers to measure and report ROI too

soon

STEP 3: Track the right performance metrics

Iterate - Social media is always changing

number of users in millions

Reach of social media platforms among Gen Z and 

Millennial internet users in the United States, by gender

YouTube

90

85%

Missing out on self-promotion: Rushing to measure ROI results in lower marketer

confidence in this metric and less motivation to share it

Reach

Audience engagement

Site traffic

Leads generated

Sign-ups and conversions

Revenue Generated

Don't get so caught up in chasing the short-term ROI that you lose sight of

what makes your brand valuable and unique to your guests

Everything that you do on Social has to be on-brand, otherwise it will harm the

brand in the long-term

57
min

Instagram

82

84%

2

Measuring too soon: Digital marketers often measure ROI too quickly - LinkedIn's

research shows the tendency to measure performance shortly after a marketing

program's launch

STEP 4: Calculate how much you spend on social media

Remember the big picture

US users spend approximately one hour and 

57 minutes using Social media each day.

Fashion & 

Beauty

TikTok

96

81%

You should be gathering information relevant to your

hotel.  You might want to know about; your hotel

mentions, relevant hashtags, mentions of your

competitors & general industry trends.

77%  of digital marketers are measuring return within the first month of

their campaign

Within that group, over 52%   of digital marketers knowingly had a sales

cycle that was three months or more

Only 4%  of digital marketers measure ROI over a six-month period or

longer

Cost of tools and platforms

Budget allocated to social ad spends

Content creation

Time spent by your social media team

Agencies and consultants

1hr &

Electronics

Facebook

97

79%

Think beyond your Hotel.  It is important to track your

hotel, your products, and your competitors.  Start

setting up keyword search streams like 'hotels near

xyz' or 'event name' so  you can increase your chances

of capturing the right audience.

77%

STEP 5: Create an ROI report

SOURCE: Hootsuite.com/measure-
social-media-roi-business/

Food & 

Personal Care

YouTube was the social media platform with the biggest reach among U.S. Gen Z and

Millennial internet users regardless of gender. During the September 2019 survey, 95% of

male and 92% of female respondents stated that they used the online video platform. In

contrast, Facebook had a 70 and 78 percent reach, respectively.

91

77%

52%

Use an analytics template

Use plain language

Speak to the relevant business objectives

Articulate limitations

Furniture & 

Appliances

Diving deeper by Social channels

73%

3

4%

Toys, DIY & 

Hobbies

SOURCE: Statista.com 
Social Media usage in US

Hotel Chain

In addition to monitoring your own keywords & metrics

you must  understand your competitors' metrics which

provides a fuller picture.  If your share decreases, some

one else's share is increasing.  You can see this in real

time and look deeper, strategize and take corrective

action.  Also, monitor to see if a new '#' has emerged

etc.

ROI - Simple Calculation

Travel Including 

Accommodations

Hotels & Resorts overall have one of the highest engagement rate per post on all 

channels. Instagram at a 1.03% engagement rate per post is leading the pact in 

comparison to the other Facebook brands; Facebook core and Twitter.

Just for comparison of engagement rate per post:

 -Fashion Industry is at 0.68%

 -Food & Beverage at 1.18%

 -Retail is at 0.67%

 -Median across all Industries is at 1.22% drop, from 1.60% in 2019, by 22%

Quality and Value outranks Hotel Chain

Trust factor is more important than Good Reviews and Reputation

63% 40%

($7,500 - $1,700) / $1,700

Digital

Music

37%

4

40% of digital marketers are not actively sharing 

ROI metrics. It is being shared selectively

Total Revenue - Total Investment) / Total Investment

Video 

Games

Only 37% trust 

most of the 

brands they use

Now you are ready to go deeper. Use combinations of

keywords to identify intent in social signals.  For

example, add the word “recommend” to a keyword

related to your hotel to see people actively seeking

information on hotels like yours. Here are some others

to try: Recommend, Suggest, Favorite, Best etc.

throughout the organization and not with all stakeholders. I.e. only 29% is shared 

with sales and 30% is shared with Finance therefore, the social marketing 

effectiveness is always questioned by all the staekholders

341%

$103.1

BILLION

1.22%

74%

$74.01 

BILLION

Median 

Engagement 

rate / post

SOURCE: 
Edelman.com/research

3 in 4 now avoid 

advertising 

Ultimately, when it comes to ROI, digital marketers must slow down and measure

the return on their marketing investment over a longer time period, specifically

over the length of the sales cycle. If marketers adopt this approach to ROI, they'll

be more inclined to share their ROI metrics within their organization to make

better marketing investments.

$95.48 

BILLION

63%

SOURCE: LinkedIn ROI 
Study/2019/the-long-
and-short-of-roi

Leads 

$274.7 

BILLION

Consumers trust 

what influencers 

say about brands

Sales

$29.82 

BILLION

weak trust = 6-7 points

strong trust = 8-9 points

Only 37% US buyers trust most of the brands they use

Three in four consumers avoid advertising posted by the brand which is up by

10 points year over year

Trust factor increases consumers brand use from 48% to 76% = +28 points

Influencers earn sales, trust and advocacy.  Because of an influencer 58% of

the consumers buy the product, 40% trust the brand and 33% talk about the

brand themselves which is a great billboard effect

Total Revenue

$5.17 

BILLION

28%

$7,500

$62.77 

BILLION

Earning their 

trust can 

increase brand 

use by +28 pts

5

$18.08 

BILLION

10

Travel Industry - including 'Accommodations' is the number one Industry that spends 

the most in ecommerce in comparison to other Industries. In second place, 'Fashion 

and Beauty' Industry.

SOURCE: Hootsuite.com
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